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Introduction
In May 2012, with the support of the Heritage Lottery Fund ( HLF), the five partners in the
Traditional Building Skills Bursary Scheme (TBSBS) – the National Trust, Cadw, Historic England
(formerly English Heritage), the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) and t he National
Heritage Training Group (NHTG) – embarked on a three-year extension of the scheme they had
launched in 2006, to address the shortage of skills in the built heritage sector in England and
Wales.
Since 2000, successive reports had drawn attention to the shortage of craftspeople in the heritage
sector1 and in 2005 the NHTG published Traditional Building Craft Skills: Assessing the Need,
Meeting the Challenge. This was followed by analysis of the specific skills shortages in England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, leading to the conclusion that the sector was, at that time,
some 6,500 craftspeople short, and with the number predicted to grow, the UK’s heritage assets
were at significant risk.
The objective of the partners in establishing the TBSBS was to enable individuals to acquire and
enhance heritage building skills through work-based training on placements of varying lengths with
employers in the public, private and voluntary sectors. By March 2012, the scheme (with Historic
England as lead partner) had been t hrough two phases, the original and an ex tension, which in
total supported placements for 144 craftspeople in England and Wales, in skills where there were
recognised shortages. Almost half (44%) of those apprentices achieved a vocational qualification
and 78% of placements went on to work in the heritage sector. These two phases of the scheme
also built up a net work of placement providers and g enerated a manual to inform the future
delivery of the scheme and similar skills initiatives.

Report on phase 3 of TBSBS
The purpose of this report is to reflect on the design and delivery of phase three of the
scheme and the extent which it achieved its aims, and to inform the development of the
scheme as it continues to tackle the shortfall in heritage building skills.
The third phase of the TBSBS ran from 2012–15 and focused on ‘displaced apprentices’ defined
by the partners as ‘a learner unable to complete their vocational qualification due to a placement
anomaly’, such as a l ack of funding or relocation. This could be the result of a recession-hit
employer being unable to keep an apprentice on or to offer an apprenticeship in the first place; or
in some parts of the country there were insufficient employers of building craft skills to meet the
demand for placements.
As in previous phases, each apprentice was enrolled on an appr enticeship framework which
combined work experience with study at college on day or block release. Each apprentice in this
third phase would continue their previous apprenticeship framework, taking a placement for the
time they needed. They would also have the opportunity to work towards a Heritage NVQ Level 3
in their trade, laying the foundations for a career in the heritage sector.
The aims of this third phase of TBSBS 2012–15 were to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

help meet the skills needs of the sector
promote diversity in the sector
promote partnership between heritage organisations
share lessons learned about good practice in running such a scheme
use advocacy to engage with potential new supporters of the scheme

1 Power of Place (2000) English Heritage; The Historic Environment: A Force For Our Future (2002) DCMS; Skills Foresight Report (2002) CITB; State of the
Historic Environment (2002) English Heritage; Skills Needs Analysis (2008) CITB; Traditional Building Craft Skills: Assessing the Need, Meeting the Challenge:
Skills Needs Analysis of the Built Heritage Sector in Wales (2007) NHTG; About Wales Civic Trust; Heritage Counts, English Heritage’s annual survey; and
Putting it Off: How Lack of Maintenance Fails Our Heritage (2004) Maintain our Heritage. More recent research reinforces these findings. Skills Needs Analysis
2013: Repair, Maintenance and Energy Retrofit of Traditional (pre-1919) Buildings in England & Scotland (2013) Historic England, English Heritage and the CITB.
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The HLF generously awarded £760,000 to support 40 placements. The initial agreement was for
the National Trust to contribute £30,000, Cadw £10,000 and the five partners to provide in-kind
support to the value of £60,000. The partners served together on the project management board
and agreed that, for this phase, the National Trust would be the lead partner and grant holder and
employer of the apprentices. (In 2013, the National Trust calculated that 40% of its in-house
craftspeople would be retiring by 2023 and s o it would be a significant provider of placements for
the next generation.) By June 2015, 41 placements had been completed.

A note on the key differences between phases one and two and phase three of the
scheme
Readers familiar with the first two phases of the TBSBS may find it helpful to note the following
changes that were introduced in phase three.
1.

Every apprentice was employed by the National Trust on a full-time, fixed-term apprenticeship
contract, which included the days s/he attended college.

2.

Every apprentice continued with their existing apprenticeship framework, attending college on
day or block release.

3.

In addition they had the opportunity to acquire practical skills in conservation and heritage with
a view to achieving a Heritage NVQ Level 3 in their trade.

4.

The duration of the placements varied, according to how much of the apprenticeship
framework an individual had completed.

5.

Each apprentice had a line manager and a mentor.

6.

Each apprentice would take part in regular development reviews with the Bursary Scheme
Manager.

The future
Whilst this phase of the TBSBS (combined with phases one and two) has contributed enormously
to the development of skilled heritage professionals in the sector, it is evident that there is still a big
need to train more people, especially young people, in heritage skills and a great deal that we can
build on from the learnings in these phases.
The Skills Needs Analysis (2013) report and the 2014 H eritage Counts report both demonstrate
that there is still a need to engage more young people into heritage careers in order to ensure skills
and trades do not die out – only 8% of the sector workforce in heritage construction were aged 16–
25; and onl y 25% of heritage contractors have received any training in traditional skills over the
past five years, with only 13% having a formal heritage qualification – demonstrating a huge need
for more heritage training in the sector.
The recommendations for a future programme, based on t he lessons learned over the last ten
years, particularly from this phase, along with the pressing need and demand for skilled
craftspeople, are summarised on page 79.
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Aims
The overall aims of this project were to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

help meet the skills needs of the sector
promote diversity in the sector
promote partnership between heritage organisations
share lessons learned about good practice in running such a scheme
use advocacy to engage with potential new supporters of the scheme

The fifth aim was added when we became aware of people’s interest in the scheme and the need it
seeks to address. We realised that by talking and writing publicly about the shortage of heritage
building skills in the UK and the risk to our heritage assets, and about the training and employment
opportunities we are creating, we were more likely to attract the attention of potential participants
and supporters.
The following paragraphs explain the aims in more detail.

Aim 1: Help meet the skills needs in the sector
Through the provision of high-quality work-based placements for ‘displaced apprentices’, we aimed
to enable the apprentices to complete their initial training (their apprenticeship framework), to
achieve the qualifications they needed to work in the heritage sector, and to continue to address
the shortage of heritage building skills in the UK.

Aim 2: Promote diversity in the sector
We aimed, through the scheme, to help the heritage sector to attract, train and retain a more
diverse workforce, by which we mean a workforce that includes people of different ages, genders,
sexual orientation, ethnicity, race and social class.

Aim 3: Promote partnership between heritage organisations
The scheme was born out of a partnership of five but encompasses a wider circle of employers,
colleges and trade federations. Through the scheme we aimed to promote partnership working
between heritage and heritage-supporting organisations to achieve our common goals.

Aim 4: Share lessons learned about good practice in running such a scheme
All of the partners are committed to sharing good practice. We aimed to share our experience of
creating, refining and running the scheme, so that our organisations and our partners might benefit
from it.

Aim 5: Use advocacy to engage with potential new supporters of the scheme
Through writing and speaking about the scheme in different media, we aimed to raise the profile of
the scheme and the issues it is addressing, with a view to attracting potential supporters
(apprentices, colleges, placement providers and people and organisations who might support us in
cash or in kind).
The report now looks at the extent to which these aims were achieved.
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Aim 1: Help to meet the skills needs in the sector
Through the provision of high-quality work-based placements for displaced
apprentices, we aimed to enable the apprentices to complete their initial training
(their apprenticeship framework), to achieve the qualifications they needed to work
in the heritage sector, and to continue to address the shortage of heritage building
skills in the UK.
In 2012 as a result of the recession, many construction apprentices had either lost their position
with a company or been unsuccessful in securing a position to enable them to gather relevant
experience for their vocational qualification and complete their apprenticeship framework. By
providing work placements for these displaced apprentices, the scheme would respond to their
immediate need, while remaining true to its core purpose, which is to pass on the knowledge and
skills of our existing qualified craftsmen to new entrants, ensuring the continuity required to
maintain the UK’s historic buildings.
This phase of the scheme would support 40 apprentice placements in a range of traditional skills
including carpentry, joinery, stonemasonry, painting and decorating, plaster work, brickwork and
blacksmithing. The placements were located in parts of England and Wales where the greatest
need had been identified. The experience gained during the placements would enable the
apprentices to complete their apprenticeship framework and an NVQ in their trade at the
appropriate level and also enable them to acquire new skills and knowledge on buildings of
traditional construction.
The placements varied in length according to the stage the apprentice had reached in their training
before they became ‘displaced’. Where feasible, the placement was extended to enable individuals
to complete a Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills.
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Outcomes
OVER 100% OF PLACEMENTS FILLED
£100,340 OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING RAISED
o £64,340 OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING RAISED TO SUPPORT
PLACEMENTS AND TRAINING
o £36,000 OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING RAISED TO FUND NEW
PLACEMENTS
REFINED PLACEMENT PROVIDER RECRUITMENT PROCESS
REFINED APPRENTICE RECRUITMENT PROCESS

95% OF APPRENTICES OFFERED A POSITION IN THE HERITAGE

SECTOR AT THE END OF THEIR PLACEMENT

93% OF APPRENTICES COMPLETED THEIR APPRENTICESHIP
FRAMEWORK

100% OF APPRENTICES GAINED RELEVANT EXPERIENCE THAT WILL
COUNT TOWARDS THEIR LEVEL 3 NVQ DIPLOMA IN HERITAGE SKILLS
11 APPRENTICES WENT ON TO COMPLETE THEIR LEVEL 3 NVQ
DIPLOMA IN HERITAGE SKILLS

ADDITIONAL TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES SET UP FOR EACH
APPRENTICE TO MATCH THEIR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
NEW BUSINESS COURSE TRIALLED
PRACTICAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS DELIVERED AT THE WEALD &
DOWNLAND MUSEUM
TRAINING ALONGSIDE SPAB SCHOLARS AND FELLOWS
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Apprentice Placements
During phase three of the scheme, 41 placements were completed (against a target of 40). The
placements spanned the range of trades highlighted in the series of skills needs research reports.

Duration
The placements varied in length (from two to 30 months) depending on how much training the
apprentice had completed when they joined the scheme and on whether it would be possible for
them to complete their Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills before June 2015. The typical
placement (in 63% of cases) lasted between 12 and 18 months. The longer placements
allowed the apprentices to achieve more qualifications relevant to their trade in both the heritage
and mainstream construction sectors and 11 went on to complete their Level 3 NVQ Diploma.

Location
There has been little research, since 2008 2, into the geographical distribution of traditional building
skills and shortages in England and Wales but when we were making the case to HLF for phase
three of the scheme in 2012, we suggested priority should be given to apprentices in the North
East, North West, Yorkshire and the Humber and the West Midlands. That same year, our partner,
the NHTG launched its new bursary scheme, Building Traditional Skills (with HLF’s support), and
also chose to focus on the first three of these priority regions. We therefore shifted our focus
to the West Midlands, Wales and the East of England and half of all placements were in these
areas. The chart overleaf (Geographic Distribution of Placements) shows that ten (24%) of the 41
placements in phase three were in London and the South East, nine (22%) in the Midlands and
eight (20%) in the South West.

Employment
Of the 41 apprentices, 39 (95%) were offered a position in the heritage sector at the end of their
placement, exceeding the retention rate in phase two of the scheme by 18%. Of the two remaining
apprentices, one went to work in contemporary construction and the other was temporarily unable
to work, due to personal circumstances. (see the charts, below for End of Placement Employment).
A survey of apprentices in March 2016 3 found that 92% of those who replied were still working in
the construction sector, the heritage sector or (in the case of 63% of them) both, and 45% were still
working for their placement provider.

2
3

Traditional Building Craft Skills: Reassessing the Needs, Addressing the Issues Summary Report (2008) CITB
Based on 40% response rate (17 replies)
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Trades
The placements covered joinery, carpentry, stonemasonry, painting and decorating, brickwork,
blacksmithing, plasterwork, and plumbing. The scheme’s new focus on displaced apprentices
meant that each learner who applied for a placement could only qualify if they were, or had been
enrolled, on an apprenticeship framework in their trade. This meant that skills for which there was
no apprenticeship framework (thatching, dry- stone walling, lead work and glazing, to name four)
could not be included by the scheme. Some of these (glazing, lead work and roofing, including
thatching, slating and tiling) were highlighted as significant needs in the 2013 Skills Needs
Analysis (England). Other significant gaps with an associated apprenticeship framework were
carpentry and joinery, lime plasterwork (trowel occupations) and decorating. The most difficult
skills to source either as a contractor or sub-contractor were blacksmithing, stonemasonry and
thatching.
The largest proportion of placements offered were in carpentry (24%), stonemasonry (24%) and
bench joinery (22%). A smaller number were offered in plasterwork (7%), decorating (2%) and
blacksmithing (2%). The traditional plumbing placement also included training in lead work.
The scheme did therefore help to address the skills shortages for some traditional trades, but
further placements could have been filled in plasterwork, decorating and blacksmithing.

Recommendation
In its next phase, the scheme could be adjusted to include skills without an apprenticeship
framework. It could be more successful at helping address all the shortages in trades as i t
could include thatching, glazing and lead work placements. However, the value of placements
would be harder to measure as we couldn’t evaluate the placements according to achieving
the same standardised qualification (Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills).
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Refined recruitment and review process
HLF’s support for phase three (in effect an extension to the original scheme) gave the partners the
scope to refine a nu mber of processes to ensure the scheme offered and delivered high-quality
work-based training for each apprentice during their placement.

Recruiting placement providers
With the National Trust operating as lead partner (or project sponsor), the Bursary Scheme
Manager had easy access to the Trust’s conservation professionals, who – together with the
representatives of Historic England and Cadw – could identify placement providers who met the
partners’ professional standards. Informal interviews were carried out with each potential
placement provider to assess their suitability.
The placement provider recruitment checklist in the TBSBS manual was used in every case and
additional questions were asked to assess the placement provider’s motivation for taking on an
apprentice. It was important to ensure that the apprentice would be trained to a standard that
would make it more likely that the placement provider might take them on, as an employee, at the
end of the placement.
The terms and conditions for each placement were revised by the National Trust human resources
and legal teams to facilitate flexible work-based placements and to allow for the possibility that the
apprentice could be m oved to an a lternative work placement should they need add itional
experience. A guidance note for the Project Managers at the National Trust was also produced to
advise them on including requirements for contractors to host placements on large projects.

Recruiting apprentices
The scheme was concerned to recruit apprentices who needed the opportunity most and adopted
a targeted recruitment process. It identified potential candidates by working with construction
colleges and placement providers who, in some cases, knew individuals who might benefit.
Once a s uitable placement opportunity had been identified, the Bursary Scheme Manager
identified all construction colleges within a r easonable travelling distance. The opportunity was
discussed with the Head of Construction and the relevant Construction Tutor (e.g. in carpentry or
stonemasonry) in each case. The college or colleges then shortlisted a group of eligible
candidates. The Bursary Scheme Manager and S cheme Volunteer (a retired National Trust
Regional Buildings Manager) then either gave a talk to a group of eligible candidates or spoke to
them by telephone to provide more detail about the opportunity. By approaching the colleges
directly and es tablishing new relationships with their staff, the scheme succeeded in attracting
significant numbers of applications for each placement and a shortlist of high-calibre students, i.e.
those who performed well on their course and showed an interest in heritage work and progression
in the sector.
The colleges received the applications from their students and passed them on to the Bursary
Scheme Manager. Shortlisted candidates were interviewed and under took a p ractical test at the
placement provider’s premises or current place of work. At least one c andidate was then asked
back for a trial day or week prior to a final decision being made.
In several locations there were few colleges within reasonable travelling distance of a placement
(in rural Wales, for example). The situation for would-be blacksmiths and s tonemasons is more
acute, with only one c ollege in England and Wales offering training in blacksmithing and five
offering stonemasonry. This lack of provision and the fact that the scheme (in this phase) was for
displaced apprentices only, meant that for some placements there were fewer applications than the
partners would have liked.
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Even though the National Trust was the lead partner, it could only advertise placements that it was
providing at its properties on its jobs website. Although all placements on the scheme’s website,
more widespread advertising through the partners’ various channels may have attracted more
candidates.
It is likely that the 95% employment rate at the end of the placement was at least partly the result
of the refined recruitment process for apprentices and placement providers, and it should be used
again in the next phase of the scheme.

Development reviews
Development reviews were carried out regularly by the Bursary Scheme Manager, volunteers and
representatives of the five partner organisations to ensure the requirements of the individual
placements were being met. Additional training was offered as and when necessary. Reports were
kept by each apprentice on their individual projects to record their progress.
The reviews enabled the apprentices to improve their interpersonal and interview skills. Everyone
was encouraged to keep a diary and at each review they were asked to reflect on the skills they
had developed, to describe the projects they had worked on i n detail and t he conservation
philosophy behind their approach.

Training
Induction
Although, in principle, candidates could be accepted on to the scheme at any point in the year, the
partners aimed to recruit at approximately six-monthly intervals, so that a shared induction course
and additional training could be worked around their college timetable.
A new induction course was written and delivered to each cohort. Courses ran over two days
and were based at a National Trust office in an accessible, central location. The induction
consisted of a series of presentations, a site visit to see a conservation project in action and an
assessment, in the broadly accessible form of a quiz, to test apprentices’ understanding at the
start of their placement and how much information on conservation principles they had
absorbed.
The presentations:
i.

An introduction to the bursary scheme, the skills shortages in the sector, the Heritage
Lottery Fund and the scheme partners, presented by the Bursary Scheme Manager

ii.

An introduction to their employer, the National Trust, by the Head of Buildings

iii.

An introduction to pre-1919 buildings and designation by the Bursary Scheme
Manager

iv.

An introduction to conservation principles and philosophy by the Scheme Volunteer,
drawing on his experience as a former National Trust Buildings Manager

v.

Sharing experience and advice by an apprentice from a previous cohort
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GROUP 4 INDUCTION AT NATIONAL TRUST LONDON OFFICE

GROUP 3 INDUCTION ON TYNTESFIELD CONSERVATION SITE VISIT
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Training and Qualifications
Apprenticeship Frameworks
To complete an apprenticeship framework in a specific trade, an individual must complete a
Diploma NVQ. This a qualification with two elements: the Diploma is achieved by attending college
and completing a certain number of modules and the NVQ is achieved by acquiring a certain level
of work experience which is presented to the awarding body, usually through a paper or on-line
portfolio. So, a Bench Joiner Apprenticeship Framework comprises a Bench Joinery Diploma
(through college) NVQ (through work experience).
All the apprentices were enrolled on an apprenticeship framework in their trade when they started
their placement. The National Trust became their employer and put each apprentice on a formal
apprenticeship contract. It was a fixed-term contract for the duration of each person’s
apprenticeship. It stipulated that they would be working towards the relevant qualification(s) and
that the National Trust would help them gain the work experience they required to complete their
NVQ. The scheme would also enable them to complete the Diploma element by releasing them
one day a week (day release) or one week a month (block release) to attend college.
Out of 41 apprentices, only three (7%) did not complete their Diploma NVQ while on the scheme.
In two instances this was due to personal circumstances. The third was disadvantaged by the
illness of the college assessor. All three apprentices completed the work experience necessary to
enable them to achieve their qualification at a later date.
The remaining 38 apprentices (93%) completed their apprenticeship framework and several on
longer-term placements gained additional qualifications. Sam Tinsdeall, who did his work
placement at Clumber Park, completed his Bench Joinery NVQ 2, NVQ 3 and Heritage Wood
Occupations NVQ 3. Ned Floyd, Apprentice Plasterer for Strawhaus Ltd completed his Trowel
Occupations NVQ 2 and went on to complete his Heritage NVQ 3 in Fibrous Plasterwork. Both
men were offered contracts with their placement providers and intend make a career in the
heritage sector. This demonstrates the added value of longer-term placements.
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TABLE 1: APPRENTICES, THEIR QUALIFICATIONS & FEES

Heritage qualifications
Few applicants to the scheme had any understanding of traditional construction methods or
materials used on heritage buildings, and although traditional materials were used in construction
classes, few lecturers had experience of working in the heritage sector and had no det ailed
knowledge of their application. Also, the curriculum for the standard apprenticeship framework
does exclude pre-1919 buildings.
The scheme therefore needed to provide additional training and qualifications in heritage skills.
Such qualifications gained within the heritage conservation sector would set the apprentices apart
from their peers working in the modern construction sector.

Heritage Level 3 Award in Understanding Repair and Maintenance of Traditional pre-1919 Buildings
Courses every six months were organised at the National Trust’s Fountains Abbey in North
Yorkshire for the apprentices to gain accreditation in heritage skills. This involved a short
assessment at the end of a two-day course and if they passed, the apprentice was awarded a
Heritage Level 3 Award, which counts as the knowledge-based element of a Level 3 NVQ Diploma.

Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills
Although it was not a t arget of the scheme, all the partners were supportive of the apprentices
gaining their full Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills: 11 apprentices (27%) went on to
complete this Diploma during their placement. Several also completed a s pecialist upskilling
programme alongside their Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Heritage Skills.

GROUP 1 ON HERITAGE LEVEL 3 COURSE AT FOUNTAINS ABBEY
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Additional Training Opportunities
Some apprentices (highlighted in orange in the table on page 18 and listed below) were offered
additional training opportunities to enable them to achieve their NVQ:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apprentice Stonemason Alice Ward at Exeter Cathedral
Apprentice Stonemason Jake Baughan at Castle Drogo
Apprentice Painter/Decorator Jenny Sibley at Mount Stewart and Gloucester Cathedral
Apprentice Carpenter/Joiner Rob Clarke at Clumber Park
Apprentice Stonemason Timothy Bates at Worcester Cathedral
Apprentice Stonemason Timothy Hill at Hardwick Hall and with Wells Cathedral
Stonemasons

APPRENTICE PAINTER/DECORATOR JENNY SIBLEY AT MOUNT STEWART

Additional Conservation Training Opportunities
•
•
•

Apprentice Carpenter/Joiner Sarah Hudson at Mount Stewart
Apprentice Blacksmith James Palmer with Burrows Lea Forge and Heritage Blacksmiths,
and completed a National Heritage Ironwork Group CPD course at Hampton Court Palace
Apprentice Stonemason Toby Webb with Ellis & Co
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APPRENTICE BLACKSMITH JAMES PALMER ON NHIG HERITAGE IRONWORK CPD

Rich Learning Experience
Individuals varied in the extent to which they found the apprenticeship to be a rich learning
experience. On a scale of 1 – 10 in which 0 was poor and 10 was excellent, no apprentice gave a
score of less than six and 73% scored it eight or higher.
The few who offered suggestions for how the learning through the apprenticeship might be
improved emphasised the importance of structured activity during a placement and longer practical
training courses to allow for a deeper level of learning.
Most of the placement providers scored the learning experience for apprentices between 7 and 10
and felt that for a motivated apprentice the opportunities to learn and to gain the necessary
qualifications and experience were considerable. “There are people out there who are really
interested in learning about the traditional heritage craft.”
Their recommendations included identifying placement providers that “are really geared towards
training provision”; “working closely with the college assessor and tweaking the work-based study
programme to suit the individual’s needs”;
and “arranging more exchanges between
stonemasonry students so they can benefit from different traditional working methods and stone
types.”
Some placement providers also saw the scheme as a learning experience for their organisation.
“The scheme has strengthened us in our role as a training provider.” “With my team mentoring the
bursary students, this helped them [my team] gain so much in terms of their own personal
development.”
“The TBSBS is an excellent scheme. It offered the opportunity of learning a lifelong skill to an
apprentice who was previously unemployed. He is now a qualified, skilled worker employed in the
heritage sector.”
“I do believe that continued training in this sector is vital and bursary students are key to retaining
our historic buildings.”
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Financial Management
The total budget for the TBSBS 2012-15 was £860,000 of which £760,000 was granted by the HLF.
the partners
The National Trust and Cadw contributed £30,000 and £10,000 respectively and
gave £60,000 in kind
.
The costing contained in the bid to HLF assumed that most of the apprentices would be aged 16-18
as they had been in the National Trust Apprenticeship programme. While most were aged between
16 and 25, 39% were entitled to the highest level of National Minimum Wages at the start of their
placement and 54% were eligible for this rate of pay at the end of their placement. This increased the
cost of each individual placement by up to £4000.
The Skills Funding Agency also increased qualification fees for learners aged 19 and over
f
. This could not have been planned for in advance and additional
funding again had to be raised to cover the shortfall.
The National Trust raised a total of £90,340 from private sponsors and charitable trusts, such as the
Radcliffe Trust, to make up the shortfall
to provide additional
training opportunities for the apprentices.
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Aim 1: Helping to meet the skills needs in the sector
Summary of lessons learned and recommendations
1.1. The targeted nature of the scheme benefited the displaced apprentices who took part, but
gave the placement providers a smaller pool of candidates to choose from.
1.2. There were fewer opportunities than anticipated for apprentices in plasterwork, blacksmithing
and painting and decorating, so the scheme did not do as much as expected to meet these skill
shortages.
1.3. The refined recruitment processes for both the placement providers and the apprentices were
effective and gave both parties a more detailed understanding of each other’s motivations and
capacity to take part in the scheme.
1.4. The National Trust’s investment of time in ensuring that the placement provider would train an
apprentice to a standard that would make it more likely that s/he might subsequently become an
employee, paid off.
1.5. By approaching the colleges directly and establishing relationships with their staff, the scheme
succeeded in attracting enough applications for most placement opportunities. This was an
effective approach for a targeted scheme.
1.6. Placement providers will not take an apprentice if they do not think s/he is the right person for
that opportunity, and, in most cases, would welcome a wider choice of candidates.
1.7. Apprentices are, by definition, on low incomes and may need to take other paid work to meet
their expenses while completing their apprenticeship. This is particularly the case for older
participants with family commitments. The placement providers need to be made aware of this.
1.8. The longer the placements, the greater the opportunities to acquire additional skills and
qualifications.
1.9. Additional training needs and opportunities will arise and these will be different in each
individual case. Placement providers need to be ready to help their apprentices to acquire the
experience and skills they need to achieve their qualifications and this may mean taking time out to
study or work elsewhere. (During this scheme, the National Trust, as employer, was able to move
apprentices to alternative placements for short periods.)
1.10. The travel and accommodation costs of additional training or a second placement had to be
met by the apprentice and this was not always possible. Some opportunities could not therefore be
taken up.
1.11. The quality of an apprentice’s experience of this scheme depends on several factors in
combination: their motivation and focus, the quality of the opportunities and support offered by the
placement provider, the shared training sessions for all apprentices and the level of support
provided by the Bursary Scheme Manager.
1.12. Many apprentices are interested in modern as well as heritage building skills and recognise
that they are likely to need both in their careers. They recognise they need a broad skill set (as
well as their specialist skills) if they are to earn a living, initially at least.
1.13. The scheme has attracted the support of individual donors (via the National Trust) and has
the potential to attract more.
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1.14. The estimate of in-kind contributions to the delivery of the scheme did not take account of the
significant amount of time spent by volunteers and the staff of partner organisations in mentoring
apprentices and delivering training.
1.15. With one paid post, supported by two volunteers, there was insufficient time available to
invest in advocacy, in building relationships and raising the profile of the scheme and its purpose.

Recommendations
R1. The scheme has evolved over its ten-year lifespan to meet the needs of the heritage sector.
The benefits accumulated in its last iteration should be given an opportunity to be developed
further to reach the scheme’s full potential and enable it to become self-funding. The infrastructure
is in place, but further funding is required to drive the scheme to achieve this ambition.
R2. The next iteration of the TBSBS should be widely advertised, by the partners, by the colleges
and in local media, so that a larger number of potential candidates become aware of the
opportunity and can compete for places. Provision will need to be made to manage a larger
number of applications.
R3. However the scheme is advertised, the process used to select individual placement providers
and apprentices was effective and should be repeated.
R4. The TBSBS should offer places in trades and skills that relate directly to the shortages
identified in different parts of the country, but open these opportunities to all – including those
willing to relocate for the placement.
R5. Additional funds need to be raised to cover the travel and accommodation costs of apprentices
who need additional training to achieve their qualifications or to make the most of their developing
skills. The budget needs a contingency for unforeseen expenses.
R6. Apprentices should be encouraged to record their experience in written or oral form, at the
time, for the benefit of themselves and future apprentices and future organisers of this kind of
scheme. Individual stories would also help the efforts of the National Trust, Cadw and Historic
England to attract supporters of apprenticeships.
R7. Heritage qualifications in the form of the Heritage Level 3 award allowed some formal
recognition for the apprentices in the additional knowledge they picked up through their work
placement. This should be incorporated into any future training programmes as a formal element to
ensure continuity, unless a more suitable accredited training course is developed.
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Aim 2

ALICE WARD APPRENTICE STONEMASON
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Aim 2: Promote diversity
We aimed, through the scheme, to help the heritage sector to attract, train and
retain a more diverse workforce, by which we mean a workforce that includes
people of different ages, genders, sexual orientation, ethnicity, race and social
class.
The percentage of women and members of minority ethnic communities working as craftspeople in
the construction sector is low when compared with their representation in other sectors. According
to the report Building the Future: Women in Construction, commissioned by the CITB in 2014, only
11% of the construction workforce are women. The 2013 Skills Needs Analysis found that women
made up only 9% of heritage construction workforce in England.
In the first two phases of the TBSBS the ambition was to award at least 40% of bursaries to women
and 6.9% to people from black and minority ethnic (BAME) backgrounds. The figures achieved
were 15% and 0.6% respectively.
The focus, in this phase of the scheme, on displaced apprentices who were already enrolled on an
apprenticeship framework and the volatile economic climate, made it even less likely that women
and apprentices from BAME backgrounds would be well-represented and it was agreed that no
targets would be set. The scheme would, however, ensure that its equal opportunity recruitment
process was fair. It would seek to promote diversity in the workforce, across occupations and
attempt to engage with under-represented groups. There would be widespread publicity and
promotional events; collaboration with the CITB’s Construction Skills Diversity Manager; and
support for regional initiatives by partners in the scheme.
The partners were aware that the majority of craftspeople in the heritage sector were aged 40+ and
decided to prioritise applicants aged 16–24. The 2013 Skills Needs Analysis, which was based on a
survey of 1,161 contractors in England, found that only 8% of employees were aged between 16–
24 (compared with 12% in all occupations nationally),4 54% were aged 25–49 (compared with 60%)
and 34% were 50+ (compared with 26%).

4

The Labour Force Survey, Office for National Statistics
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Outcomes
12% OF APPRENTICES TAKING PART IN TBSBS 2012-15
WERE WOMEN

76% OF APPRENTICES WERE AGED 16-24
THE SCHEME ACHIEVED WIDESPREAD COVERAGE
THROUGH EVENTS AND SOCIAL MEDIA
THERE WERE SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS TO PUBLICISE
THE SCHEME THROUGH CHANNELS USED BY WOMEN
AND BY THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
INVESTIGATION INTO THE POTENTIAL OF THE
SCHEME TO BENEFIT ‘HARD-TO-REACH GROUPS’
INCLUDED SEVERAL MEETINGS WITH HER MAJESTY’S
PRISON SERVICE.
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Women and applicants from black and minority ethnic backgrounds
of the 41 placements were filled by individuals already known to the placement provider. The
38 that were open to application were advertised to the every construction class in the relevant
trade and to every college within reasonable travelling distance of the placement. Roles were
advertised on the bursary scheme website, through blogs and social media and through Women in
Construction. The C T advised on how to attract applicants from within our target groups and
supported the scheme’s participation in the National Exhibition Centre Skills Show, the largest
vocational event in the country.
Ten women applied to the scheme in this phase and five were successful. This meant that 12% of
the 2012-15 apprentices were women compared with 15% in the earlier phase. There was one
applicant from a minority ethnic background. These figures highlight the challenge of setting and
meeting diversity targets when recruiting from a pool defined by other, narrower criteria (in this
case, displaced apprentices).

THREE OF THE TBSBS FEMALE APPRENTICES: ALICE WARD (LEFT), ABBY EVANS (MIDDLE), JENNY SIBLEY (RIGHT)

Hard to Reach Groups
The Management Board defined hard to reach, in this context, as people with little or no awareness
or experience of the heritage sector who might not have thought of training in the heritage sector.
Following consultation with the manager of the National Trust's Passport to Your Future (which offers
work placements to people under-represented on its staff) about its recruitment process, the
Management Board recognised that for potential applicants with little hands-on experience, it would
be important to look for evidence of interest and potential, alongside a basic aptitude.
As a result of an approach by the South West Head of Learning of Her Majesty’s Prison Service, at
the NEC Skills Show, the Scheme Manager began to research the possibility of including exoffenders in the scheme. Individuals who had enrolled on a construction course while serving a
sentence were unable to complete their Diploma NVQ without a work placement. In some cases,
even once released, their criminal record made it likely that a placement would be hard to come by.
Two prison visits and meetings were organised with the Regional Heads of Learning at HMP High
Down in Sussex and HMP Guys Marsh in Dorset, two prisons of different grades that both offered
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construction courses. A meeting also took place with West Midlands Police and the officer
responsible for the Prince’s Trust Fresh Start programme, which offers short-term work-based
opportunities for former young offenders. While it was not possible to offer a placement to any
former offender during the timescale of the scheme, these research visits and meetings did
highlight the possibility of doing so in future, on condition that the applicants had a basic level of
skill and a high level of motivation.

TBSBS BLOG ON APPRENTICE JOINER SARAH HUDSON

PROMOTING FEMALE ROLES THROUGH FACEBOOK
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Young People
The scheme appealed strongly to younger people: 98% of apprentices were under 35 and 76%
were 16-25. As already noted, the scheme was directly promoted through college visits, talks with
students and tutors, through the bursary scheme website, blogs and social media. Significant
interest was generated through posts on Facebook and Twitter by current apprentices. All
apprentices were encouraged to share their stories through social media, to raise the profile of the
heritage construction industry and the skills it needs to support the heritage sector. This can be
seen in the social media views where a number of individual posts were shared by apprentices and
viewed by a much larger audience than regular posts.
Speaking directly to learners in college proved to be the most effective method of recruitment. The
Bursary Scheme Manager and Scheme Volunteer met students and tutors who had little to no
understanding of conservation as a process or the heritage construction industry. By explaining the
context, the skills shortages and the opportunities for training and employment directly and clearly
with cohorts of construction students, they succeeded in sparking students’ interest in finding out
more, even if they did not plan to apply for a placement. The scheme went on to link many of these
students with local heritage organisations, encouraging them to volunteer and learn more about
heritage. The Scheme Volunteer continues to receive two or three enquiries a week about
placements.
When assessed at the start of their placement, many of the apprentices said they had not
considered a career in the heritage sector until the TBSBS had approached their college. This
demonstrates the importance of advocacy work and of forming new partnerships with nonspecialist as well as specialist training providers. The higher the level of public awareness of the
heritage construction industry and its need for a skilled workforce, the more likely it is that young
people will consider heritage construction as a career.
“One of the major impacts of the TBSBS is that it has got people to sit up and take notice of their
heritage and of the heritage construction industry. Generally, people do not know there is a
heritage construction industry. Because of the work we’ve done with colleges, more tutors and
more young people are becoming more aware.” Roger Cayzer, Scheme Volunteer
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Aim 2: Promote diversity
Summary of lessons learned and recommendation
2.1. Greater diversity in the heritage construction industry workforce will only be achieved if the
heritage construction industry and the opportunities it offers people of any and every background
are more widely known and understood. The public profile of heritage construction is still low.
2.2. A direct and personal explanation of the heritage construction industry, its parameters, its
needs and demands, delivered by people who know the industry well, is the most effective way to
get the message across to students, their college tutors and potential partners
2.3. The use of apprentices’ words and voices in describing their motivations and experiences and
in promoting the scheme to their peers, through social media has proved popular and effective.
2.4. Women and members of minority ethnic communities made up a smaller proportion of this
cohort of apprentices than their proportion in the construction industry as a whole. The focus on
displaced apprentices reduced the size of the pool on which the scheme could draw.
2.5. The scheme has demonstrated that, with the right support, heritage construction is an
attractive option for young people, but as noted in section one of this report, they will often need
additional income in order to finance their participation in the scheme. Those working in rural areas
may need to be able to drive and to have access to a car, and longer-term employment in the more
affluent parts of the country is unlikely to be a viable option for a young person on a low wage.

Recommendations
R8. Set up more partnerships and build upon existing relationships with non-specialist as well
as specialist training providers, plan more visits and talks at construction colleges across the
country to raise awareness of opportunities in the sector
R9. Set up more partnerships between heritage organisations and their local construction
colleges, encourage more interaction between these organisations to raise awareness of
opportunities in the sector and to guarantee some continuity in employment direct from colleges.
R10. To achieve greater diversity in the next cohort of apprentices, the face-to-face promotion and
explanation of the scheme may need to take place in colleges with a diverse student population.
R11. Consider taking specialist advice on recruitment, e.g. language and terminology used, and
ensure that the scheme’s website, blogs and other forms of advocacy feature a diverse group of
contributors.
R12. Increase social media and online presence, handing over a greater level of responsibility
to the apprentices. Incorporate online and social media interaction into the apprentice role profile
and review process, whether this is writing regular blogs for the website or sharing their stories
through the TBSBS social media channels
R13. Invite women and members of minority ethnic communities who are currently working in the
heritage construction industry (e.g. Women in Manual Trades and Women in Roofing) to prepare
and make presentations with the Bursary Scheme Manager and Scheme Volunteer.
R14. Identify placement providers who currently have a diverse workforce and who are actively
seeking to maintain or increase that diversity; for example, by offering flexible or part-time working.
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R15. Learn from the National Trust’s Skills for the Future-funded Passport to Your Future
programme, which exceeded its diversity targets through making the recruitment process easy,
incorporating Taster Day sessions to widen up appeal to a broader audience, and also recruiting
on the basis of ‘those who would benefit the most’. We will also research other bursary schemes in
the Skills for the Future Community where they have achieved their diversity targets.
R16. Identify at least some placement providers who have the capacity to take on an apprentice
with evident motivation, aptitude and potential, but who has not yet had the opportunity to develop
their skills to the level normally expected of an apprentice.
R17. Consider reserving, a year ahead, several places for a diverse group of candidates with the
motivation and potential but who need a year to build up the basic level of skill required for an
apprenticeship. The scheme could work with these individuals as a group, introducing them to the
sector, taking them on site visits to meet employers and apprentices, etc.
R18. Build on the groundwork undertaken with the prison service to scope a scheme that could
accommodate people who have enrolled on a construction course while serving their sentence and
who need work-based training on their release.
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Aim 3

SAM TINSDEALL APPRENTICE JOINER
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Aim 3: Enable heritage organisations to work in partnership
Utilising the knowledge and skills of the partner organisations and working
collaboratively with trade federations, training providers and placement providers to
achieve a common goal
Five partner organisations were involved in the management of the scheme: the National Trust
(lead partner), Cadw (lead partner), Historic England, the CITB and the NHTG. The partners came
together to manage the scheme collectively for a common purpose: to look after our historic
environment and secure its future by addressing the skills shortages and emerging needs in the
sector. This would be achieved through working in partnership to train and retain the traditional
skills required in the sector.
The Management Board, comprising one representative of each partner organisation, met
quarterly to monitor and discuss the scheme’s progress, project milestones, placement
opportunities and areas for improvement. The information shared at these meetings could then be
disseminated by the partner representatives to their individual organisations. The Management
Board ensured that the scheme was addressing the recognised skills shortages at the time, both
through quality, work-based placements and additional training.
The scheme instigated and/or developed relationships with placement providers (some of whom
were known to some of the partners, some of whom were new) and ensured that they continued to
offer relevant experience for their existing apprentices and offered new opportunities for
apprentices in the future. Placement providers were encouraged to maintain regular contact with
the Bursary Scheme Manager and to take the opportunity to influence the direction of the
programme, based on their experience of it. All of the partners were committed to learning from the
experience of running the scheme for the benefit of the sector as a whole, as well as for their own
organisations.
The scheme worked in partnership with construction colleges, specialist training providers and craft
federations through college open days and vocational events, craft skills events and training
opportunities. Networking and participation in these events and in federation heritage committee
meetings enabled the scheme to talk about and promote its activities, share best practice and
make new contacts that might help to further the apprentices’ progress beyond the end of their
placements.
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Outcomes
£60,000 OF IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE

MANAGEMENT BOARD REPRESENTATIVES

54% OF IN -K I ND CONT RI BUT I ONS ON ADVOCACY

O P P O R T U N I T I E S AN D P R O M O T I O N E V E N T S

REAC HI NG AN AUD IENCE OF OV ER 600,000
MEMB ER S OF THE PUBLIC THROUGH TWO NAT IONAL
E V E N T S I N 2 0 1 3 AN D 2 0 1 4
SCHEME P ROMOTED THROUGH NAT IONAL TRUS T ,
CADW AND HIST ORI C ENGL AND WEBSITES
N E W B U S I N E S S C O U R S E D E S I G N E D AN D DE L I V E R E D IN
PARTNERSHIP

FREE TRAINING DELIVERED BY SPECIALIST

TRAINING PROVIDERS TO BENEFIT THE APPRENTICES
PARTNERSHIP WORK I NG W I TH THE SP AB, P RI NCE'S
FOUNDAT I O N, SP ECIALIST TRAINING P ROV IDERS AND
TRADE F ED ERAT I ONS
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Partnership working through the Management Board
The Management Board contributed some 1,170 hours to the development and progression of the
scheme, valued at £58,450.
“English Heritage was the lead partner for the first six years of the scheme and the National Trust
has been lead partner for this phase of the scheme. We’ve always stressed the importance of
partnership working – not just between the partners who have been running the scheme, but the
placement providers and others too. The focus of the scheme this time has been different, but the
partnership has remained valuable, important and positive.” Kate Gunthorpe, Historic England
“I joined the board, for Cadw, in the last 12 months of the scheme. It was clear right from my first
Board meeting that the partnerships that had been developed, both between the organisations
running the scheme and with the colleges, training providers and others, were strong and that this
was a great asset to the scheme.” Jill Fairweather, Cadw

(Figure includes The Skills Show)
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This table illustrates the distribution of the partner representatives’ time broken down into seven
groups of activities according to their in-kind expenses forms. From this analysis the partner
representatives spent most time supporting advocacy opportunities and events, and using their
expertise to organise and deliver training for the apprentices. A quarter of their time was spent on
managing scheme staff, attending and advising at Management Board meetings, promoting the
scheme at external events, interview participation and preparation and assisting in the organisation
of placements.
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CITB recognised the need to promote heritage and specialist construction opportunities at
mainstream construction events, raising awareness of and i nterest in the range of opportunities
available to learners. CITB provided significant in-kind support in the form of stands for the TBSBS
at the NEC Skills Show, the Royal Welsh Show (together reaching an audience of 600,000) and a
number of smaller events and c onferences to promote opportunities in the heritage sector. The
National Trust also supported the scheme’s participation in events across the country.
These events generated interest from potential apprentices, placement providers and partners.
Two apprentices were appointed as a direct result of finding out about the scheme at these events:
joiner Andrew Barnes and stonemason Jake Baughan. Placement providers who learned about the
scheme included Owlsworth IJP and Wells Cathedral Stonemasons, both of which subsequently
provided quality work placements for two apprentices. Two examples of partnerships that grew out
of these events were with the Lead Sheet Association and E I Flood & Sons, specialist heritage
plasterwork and training providers, both of which offered to train apprentices free of charge.
The scheme’s budget for promotional activities was £20,000. Most of this was spent on a ne w
website, promotional leaflets and a trade stand, which were considered the highest priorities at the
time.
The partners’ time could have been distributed over the seven activities more evenly if more of the
initial budget had been allocated towards advocacy and training opportunities. The small budget
for promotional activities and addi tional training meant that a significant amount of the partners’
time had to be invested in the search for additional support, when perhaps the scheme would have
benefited from more time spent on improving the quantity and quality of placement opportunities.
The Management Board spent 14% of their time organising and delivering additional training for
the apprentices. This was of significant benefit to the scheme as new courses were trialled,
additional individual training opportunities set up and new relationships formed with specialist
training providers and trade federations. This included:

• Training on the Induction Course
Rory Cullen, Head of Buildings for the National Trust and its partner representative (project
sponsor) attended every induction course to explain the role of the partner organisations in
addressing the skills shortages in the sector and to deliver training in conservation. This inkind contribution directly benefited the apprentices’ training and explained the purpose of
the scheme in context.

• Trialling a new business course
Several of the apprentices indicated their intention to become self-employed in the future
and to develop their own business. Although some of the apprentices were exposed to this
element in their work placement, there was no f ormal training in business skills either on
their vocational course or as part of the scheme. After initial discussions on this topic at a
Management Board meeting, the Cadw partner representative Jill Fairweather took this
forward and, in collaboration with a number of heritage professionals in Wales, coordinated
and trialled a business course at the Twyi Centre. The course contents covered business
models, PAYE, NI and VAT, costing jobs and t endering for work, responsibilities of main
contractors and s ub-contractors, record-keeping and accountancy. Fourteen TBSBS
apprentices attended the course and t he feedback forms gave it an o verall rating of 4/5.
Recommendations included extending the course to include more material (specifically in
tendering for work), simplifying some of the content and i ncorporating some interactive
exercises. A future scheme could improve the delivery of this course reflecting this feedback
and be introduced as a formal element of the training programme.
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• Delivery of the Heritage Level 3 Award
The first Heritage Level 3 Award to be trialled on the scheme was set up in partnership with
the NHTG partner representative. The course was delivered at Fountains Abbey & Studley
Royal in North Yorkshire and w as successful in delivering accredited training in
conservation. This was of benefit to the apprentices as the award demonstrated they had
the knowledge to continue a c areer in the sector. Feedback from the apprentices and
bursary scheme staff suggested that the course was not as well-managed as it could have
been and t he recommendation was that future training should be del ivered by a di fferent
provider. Subsequent courses received excellent feedback, an average rating of 4-5/5 per
cohort, and it became an essential element of the apprentices’ training.

• Specialist apprenticeship and upskilling training
Through Cadw and CITB connections the scheme offered additional specialist
apprenticeship and upskilling training towards the apprentices’ Level 3 NVQ Diploma in
Heritage Skills. Two of the apprentices completed a s pecialist apprenticeship programme
(SAP) and two a specialist upskilling programme (SUP) in stonemasonry and wood
occupations with the Traditional Building Company in Hay-on-Wye. One apprentice
completed additional SAP in plasterwork with E I Flood & Sons. Each apprentice was
assigned a CITB apprenticeship officer to oversee his or her progress. Mixed feedback was
received on t his training. Jake Baughan, apprentice stonemason, commented that “there
was a l ack of variety in the training delivered by the Traditional Building Company.” Ned
Floyd, apprentice plasterer, concluded: “Six weeks with the Flood brothers taught me more
about traditional plasterwork than two years at college. I can’t speak highly enough of them”
and he brought back new skills to his placement provider. At this time the SAP and SUP
courses were new to the heritage sector and there were few training providers registered to
deliver the courses. This meant additional funding had to be raised to support
accommodation and travel costs as the training was only delivered in Wales. This training
could be more cost effective and feedback improved if a greater selection of training
providers are registered to deliver it.

• Working with specialist training providers and trade federations
CITB connected the scheme with Tŷ Mawr (a specialist heritage training provider) to
promote heritage craft opportunities in Wales through participation in a national event – the
Royal Welsh Show. Through this initial connection, Tŷ Mawr offered free training to the
apprentices in lime: an introduction to lime, lime plastering, lime wash and traditional paints
and limecrete floors. This was highly successful and received excellent feedback.
Through partnership working, positive relationships were formed with the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB), E I Flood & Sons and the Lead Sheet Association.
These organisations provided their services for free for the benefit of the apprentices. In
May 2015 they worked alongside each other to deliver a series of practical workshops at the
Weald and Downland Museum to the TBSBS apprentices and Prince’s Foundation
apprentices. The additional costs to deliver this training, e.g. venue hire and catering, were
covered by a g rant from the National Trust Volunteering Team. This demonstrates the
degree to which the scheme relied on goodwill and the desire of heritage craft professionals
to support the next generation and retain specialist skills in the sector.
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Working in partnership with other heritage organisations
The scheme benefited from partnership working with heritage organisations,through participation in
events and committee meetings.
The SPAB initially took a group of the TBSBS apprentices on a conservation site visit as part of
their induction. Following on from this, seven apprentices volunteered at the SPAB working party in
2014 and three apprentices volunteered in 2015, training alongside SPAB scholars and fellows. At
the working parties, the apprentices were encouraged to network with other conservation
professionals and talk to members of the public about working in the heritage sector. The
apprentices also ran skills demonstrations for school groups. This increased their understanding of
conservation, and demonstrated their practical and interpersonal skills. The Bursary Scheme
Manager sat on the SPAB training committee; as a result, she was able to identify opportunities for
additional training with highly skilled craftsmen.
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Aim 3 Promote partnerships between heritage organisations
Summary of lessons learned and recommendations
3.1. The partnership between the National Trust, Cadw, Historic England, NHTG and CITB
operated professionally and well, with each partner contributing what it reasonably could. The
Management Board monitored the delivery of the programme and the achievement of its aims but
individual partners provided practical, hands-on support in areas (such as business training) where
it was equipped to do so.
3.2 During phase 3, English Heritage split to become two new organisations: Historic England,
the public body that advises on the historic environment, was the partner in phase 3, and the new
charity, English Heritage Trust. Both are supportive of the aims of the partners and the bursary
scheme, and will be working with the partners going forward.
3.3 There were advantages gained from the National Trust being lead partner and the employer
of the apprentices. The National Trust brought a range of staff resources, particularly in
fundraising, and its Direct Labour Team which, with its network of contacts with contractors,
created numerous opportunities for apprentices.
3.4. There is a significant amount of motivation and goodwill in the heritage sector to train a
new generation of craftspeople for the heritage construction industry. Collaboration enables wider
opportunities, such as a business course, to be offered.
3.5. Participation in national events enabled the scheme to seed new partnerships with
placement providers, training providers and contractors who, in some cases, would become
supporters of the scheme, and to increase awareness and understanding of the heritage
construction industry within the mainstream construction industry.

Recommendations
R19. The positive relationships established between the scheme’s partners, trade federations and
specialist training providers need to be nurtured and maintained while the scheme is not running,
so that they can be picked up again.
R20. Links with heritage organisations, such as the SPAB and the Prince’s Foundation, should be
maintained to ensure good practice is shared in the sector and promote networking amongst the
apprentices and conservation professionals
R21. The business course could be incorporated as a formal element of a new training
programme. In response to the recommendations of the participants in the first course, it should
be extended to two days. The introduction to lime training day trialled with Ty Mawr was
highly successful and could be introduced in to the training programme for a new scheme.
R22. Specialist training providers and trade federations could be further utilised in a future skills
programme to deliver exceptional training for apprentices who need it, but additional funding will be
needed to cover the additional costs of delivering and participating in that training (e.g. for
accommodation, travel and venue costs).
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Aim 4

NED FLOYD APPRENTICE PLASTERER
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Aim 4: Share lessons learned about good practice in
running such a scheme
Promote and publicise opportunities in the heritage sector and produce a useful
resource for future skills initiatives
The National Trust, Cadw, Historic England, CITB and the NHTG were committed to learning from
the experience of running the TBSBS and to sharing what they learned. Feedback from the
partners, apprentices and placement providers informed the delivery of the scheme while it was
underway and the partners’ thinking about the development of this scheme. The aim was that it
would also serve as a learning model and as an example of best practice that could be used to
guide other future skills programmes for the sector. This report is part of that process, summarising
lessons learned in relation to each of the five aims and making recommendations for the future.
While delivering the scheme, the Management Board reported and reflected on the achievement of
project milestones:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It asked for and discussed feedback from the apprentices, placement providers and other
supporters of the scheme.
It made adjustments to elements of the scheme in response to feedback.
The partner representatives shared information with colleagues in their individual
organisations.
The Board looked at the impact of volunteering and in what capacity – adjusting the scheme
to most effectively use the skills sets of volunteers to improve apprentice placements.
Successes were publicised through newspaper, magazine and on-line articles, through
websites and social media and through the scheme’s participation in events and
conferences.
Levels of professional and public interest in the scheme were informally monitored and there
was a constant lookout for opportunities to raise the profile of the scheme and its purpose.
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Outcomes
N E W S P A P E R AND O N L I N E A R T I C L E S P U B L I S H E D O N
THE SCHEME
REACHING AN AUDIENCE OF OVER 4 MILLION
MEMBERS THROUGH PARTNER MAGAZINES
REACHING AN AUDIENCE OF JUST UNDER 1 MILLION
READERS THROUGH A NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
FEATURE ON NATIONAL TELEVISION REACHING AN
AUDIENCE OF 7 MILLION VIEWERS
COST SAVING OF JUST UNDER £80,000 THROUGH
THE SERVICES OF PROFESSIONAL VOLUNTEERS
NEW SCHEME WEBSITE
NEW SCHEME BLOG
N E W F A C E B O O K AND T W I T T E R P A G E S
NEW PROMOT IONA L LEAFLETS
NEW TRADE STAND
PRESENCE ON NATIONAL TRUST, CADW AND
HISTORIC ENGLAND WEBSITES
COVERAGE IN INTERNAL NEWSLETTERS
PRESENCE AT CIOB, IHBC, NHTG AND NATIONAL
TRUST NATIONAL CONFERENCES
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Methods we used to disseminate best practice during the programme included the following:

Producing new documentation
The initial structure of this phase of the TBSBS was based on a manual produced at the end of the
previous phase. This included guidance on the recruitment procedure, monitoring process and
evaluation of placements. During the course of the three-year period of the scheme, new
procedures were created, adopted and r efined to meet the demands of the new focus of the
programme and these have been recorded. Having documented the alterations made to the
scheme, the manual can now be updat ed and us ed as a guidance document for future
programmes.
New leaflets were used to promote the scheme to its target audience. A new website, blog, social
media channels as well as guides for potential placement providers were produced. Documents
used in the new induction programme, Heritage Level 3 Award and all the additional courses (listed
in Aim 1) can be viewed in the appendices of this report.

Sharing milestones through partner organisations
Progress towards project milestones was shared at Management Board meetings and
disseminated across the partner organisations through meetings, internal newsletters, websites
and social media. The National Trust, Cadw and Historic England promoted the scheme through
their individual websites, member newsletters and social media channels.
In summer 2014, both the National Trust and Cadw published in their member magazines a threepage article about the scheme, which reached 4 million National Trust members and 25,000 Cadw
members.
In the 2013 South West Heritage Counts report, Historic England used Luke McEnroe Apprentice
Joiner as a case study for bursary schemes and public sector skills support.5
In August 2013, RICS, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, published an article about the
scheme written by Kate Gunthorpe of Historic England in its Building Conservation Journal.
This kind of coverage was a significant in-kind contribution to the promotion of the scheme to the
public and to heritage sector professionals.
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NEW 8 PAGE LEAFLET FOR BURSARY CANDIDATES WITH CASE STUDIES
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NEW 8 PAGE LEAFLET FOR BURSARY CANDIDATES (WELSH)
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WAFFLE & DAUB - NATIONAL TRUST INTERNAL NEWSLETTER
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CADW, HISTORIC ENGLAND AND NATIONAL TRUST WEBSITES PROMOTING THE SCHEME
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ARTICLE IN THE NATIONAL TRUST SUMMER 2014 MAGAZINE

ARTICLE IN THE CADW SUMMER 2014 MAGAZINE
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CASE STUDY ON APPRENTICE JOINER LUKE MCENROE IN HERITAGE COUNTS 2013

Making the most of an on-line presence
To further promote the scheme and disseminate information during the lifetime of the programme a
new website and social media channels were created. This was specifically designed to appeal to a
younger audience of school leavers and construction students and presented relevant case studies
through a live blog, Facebook and Twitter. The website received over 710,000 visitors, 21% of
whom revisited.
On-line articles were produced for other heritage and construction websites including Heritage Open
Days, the N T website, and Women in Construction. hort videos were created such as How to
Gild with Jenny Sibley http www.youtube.com watch v
pg
The social media channels enabled the scheme to link up with heritage organisations across the
sector, including the HLF, the S A , other bursary schemes, placement providers, and specialist
and non-specialist training providers.
This enhanced the on-line presence of the scheme and not only raised its profile but created a
platform for the discussion of issues around the shortage of skills in the sector, the availability of
training for construction students and the need for more courses or at least modules in traditional
building skills and conservation in colleges of further education.
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SNAPSHOTS OF NEW TBSBS WEBSITE AND BLOG
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The reach of national print and broadcast media
On Thursday 5 March 2015 an article was written on the bursary scheme for The Times
newspaper, which has an average daily audience of just under one million readers.
Emma Bridgewater featured Fergus Murphy, apprentice carpenter/joiner, in her column for The
Telegraph (over two million readers) on Saturday 7 June 2014.
In March 2015 Apprentice Joiner Tony Williamson based with the National Trust at Quarry Bank
Mill and the Styal Estate was introduced to the nation in Countryfile, which boasts an average
audience of over seven million viewers.
This kind of national exposure advertised the scheme to a far greater, non-specialist audience,
most without any prior knowledge of heritage apprenticeships.

Raising awareness through events, conferences and committees
The partner representatives and the Bursary Scheme Manager were able to promote the
scheme through their participation in a number of committees: for example, the Chartered
Institute of Building (CIOB) and its annual conference; the NHTG Training Committee and its
annual conference; the Institute of Historic Building Conservation and its annual conference; the
SPAB Training Committee and participation in its annual working party and fellowship events.
Bursary scheme staff gave presentations to a number of associations and groups including the
Women's Institute and the University of the Third Age. A new trade stand was produced for
promotion at these events.
The apprentices ran demonstrations at a number of vocational and craft skills events (Aim 5) and
in some cases were invited to join committees. James Palmer was the youngest member of the
British Artist and Blacksmith Association to be voted on to its training committee. Apprentice
stonemason Alice Ward joined the SPAB Church Maintenance Cooperative in the Midlands.
Involvement in committees, events and conferences increased professional and public awareness
of apprenticeship placements at a regional and local level, and of the investment being made by
the partners and HLF in addressing the skills shortages in the sector on a national level.
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TBSBS ARTICLE IN THE TIMES

NEW TBSBS TRADESTAND

Learning from feedback
To monitor each apprentice’s progress throughout their placement and identify areas where further
training was required, the Scheme Manager and volunteers carried our regular development
reviews. Each apprentice’s level of knowledge and skills was assessed at the beginning of their
placement. The mentor and line manager was then able to determine what tasks the apprentice
was capable of carrying out and to what standard at the start of their placements, and could
determine the level of progression at the end of their placement. The line manager incorporated
tasks into their training to improve the efficiency of the apprentice’s practical skills.
The Bursary Scheme Manager collated feedback from the additional courses trialled to improve
them for new cohorts and to inform future training courses.

Best utilising the specialist skill sets of volunteers
As the scheme was managed by the National Trust it was possible to draw on the charity’s
extensive volunteering resource (a network of 70,000 volunteers). The scheme benefited greatly
from the time and skill given by volunteers throughout the lifetime of the programme. An estimated
238 days of volunteer time were donated, predominantly at a professional level.
Roger Cayzer, a construction and heritage professional and a mentor, gave at least 216 days to
the programme. His involvement ranged from liaising with heritage professionals and organisations
to identify suitable placement opportunities and carry out placement provider interviews, to
delivering specialist training during the induction programme and additional short courses. He
carried out the role of an independent mentor for apprentices in need of further guidance and
encouraged a wide audience to engage with their heritage by attending craft skills, vocational and
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promotional events and carrying out presentations to groups, associations and supporters.
This extensive role made the most of the skill set of a retired heritage professional with a lifetime of
experience in the heritage and construction industry, most recently working for the National Trust
as a Regional Building Manager and prior to this as a Project Manager for the Palace of
Westminster. Working with volunteers with relevant expertise considerably enhanced the resources
on which the Bursary Scheme Manager and Management Board could draw and enhanced the
quality of the service delivered.
The scheme also benefited from the support of a social media volunteer, Kelly Jobanputra, a
professional journalist, who dedicated her volunteer hours to setting up a Facebook and Twitter
page, writing up blog articles for the website and continuing their maintenance. The scheme also
benefited from the support of administrative volunteers in the lead up to specific events and
courses.
As well as volunteer participation in the day to day running of the scheme, volunteering and
engagement with the heritage sector were encouraged and supported in other ways. Students
were encouraged to volunteer with local placement providers to find out more about traditional
construction. They often volunteered at locations alongside existing apprentices or where they
looked to recruit an apprentice in the future. Through volunteering they could understand the
knowledge and skills required working in the sector and the scheme could nurture an appreciation
of heritage construction, heritage buildings and sites.
The scheme made a cost saving using volunteering as a source of expertise as well as benefiting
from their knowledge and skills. Using the financial value of in-kind support stipulated by the HLF
(£350 per day for professional volunteers and £150 per day for skilled volunteers), the value of
volunteers’ contribution to the scheme (or cost saving) was £78,900 (£75,600 from professional
volunteers and £3300 from skilled volunteers). This excludes the in-kind contributions of specialist
training providers. (Note: the expenses of Roger Cayzer, Scheme Volunteer, estimated at c.£3000
for travel and accommodation, were met by the National Trust.)

VIDEO OF VOLUNTEER ROGER CAYZER ON TBSBS FACEBOOK PAGE
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Aim 4 Share lessons learned about good practice in running such a scheme
Summary of lessons learned and recommendations
4.1. The decision to collect feedback from the outset, reflect on it and respond to it while the
scheme was underway promoted an expectation among the Management Board members and
staff that lessons would be learned and that these should be shared with colleagues.
4.2. The development and use of contemporary as well as traditional communication channels
helped to ensure that apprentices would share their experience, particularly on line and through
social media.
4.3. The strategic placement of a small number of articles in national print and broadcast media
can provide a low profile scheme with valuable national coverage.
4.4. Managing a website, writing articles and updating social media are skilled and time-consuming
activities and a small staff or volunteer team will not necessarily have the resources to make the
most of the promotional opportunities available.
4.5. The identification of volunteers with directly relevant skills and experience can make a
significant difference to a small staff team and to the participants in a scheme of this kind. The fact
that a retired National Trust manager was willing and able to give considerable time to this
programme was the scheme’s good fortune and may not be available again or to other schemes,
but the principle of looking for individuals with high levels of relevant skill and experience and
availability is an important one.
4.6. Volunteers can become useful additional role models to apprentices and placement providers,
especially if they have experience of the work being undertaken and the sector in which it is being
undertaken.

Recommendations
R23. Future managers of similar schemes should adopt the practice of learning from experience
and being willing to share that experience with colleagues.
R24. The TBSBS manual should be updated with revised documentation and guidance produced
during the course of this scheme, so that it is as current as possible for the next iteration of the
scheme and can be used by the organisers of other, future, skills initiatives.
R25. If on-line and social media are used to promote this or any scheme and to share findings,
they must be constantly updated to retain their credibility and usefulness.
R26. A future scheme would benefit from a part-time digital and social media officer and
apprentices could be more fully engaged in updating the scheme’s digital and social media with
new stories.
R27. A future scheme would benefit from the recruitment of a greater number of appropriately
skilled volunteers with time to give.
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Aim 5

NEIL MARCHANT APPRENTICE STONEMASON
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Aim 5: Use advocacy to engage with potential new supporters
of the scheme
Through writing and speaking about the scheme in different media, we aimed to
raise the profile of the scheme and the issues it was addressing, with a view to
attracting potential supporters (apprentices, colleges, placement providers and
people and organisations who might support us in cash or in kind)
During the lifetime of the TBSBS it became apparent that by attending craft skills and vocational
events, as well as through community engagement and local college visits, the scheme was
beginning to make a significant impact on raising awareness of the importance of heritage craft
skills on a local and national level.
Through vocational events and college visits, construction students with no prior awareness of
opportunities in the heritage construction sector began to show a keen interest in apprenticeship
opportunities, realising how it could enable them to take their skills to a high level.
The scheme also raised a significant amount of additional funding to support the scheme and
further training by engaging with more supporters.
This aim was added to the four original aims of the scheme with a view to understanding better the
impact of advocacy activity at a local, regional and national level. The lessons learned can be used
to inform the partners’ investment in advocacy activity in support of any future scheme.
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Outcomes
APPRENTICES SHARED THEIR EXPERIENCE WITH NEW
COHORTS
APPRENTICE PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL CRAFT SKILLS
EVENTS AND HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
APPRENTICE PARTICIPATION IN REGIONAL
SKILLBUILD COMPETITIONS
CAR EE RS ADV IC E THROUGH COLL EGE OPEN DAYS,
D E P A R T M E N T A L AND T R A D E -S P E C I F I C T A L K S
NEW LINKS AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOCAL
HERITAGE ORGANISATIONS AND COLLEGES
VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES WITH LOCAL
HERITAGE ORGANISATIONS
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Engaging with the next generation
In order to save and protect our historic environment so that it can be appreciated and enjoyed by
future generations it is essential to train the next generation of craftspeople. In the 2013 Skills
Needs Analysis report, one of the key recommendations was to train more heritage apprentices.
The survey revealed that only 8% of the workforce in heritage construction were under 25; 34%
were over 50.
The key issues are that this age pattern has implications for succession planning in the medium and
longer term, and highlights the importance of retaining and passing on traditional building skills
before the older craftspeople retire, taking their knowledge and s kills out of the sector. Many
respondents to the 2013 survey acknowledge the high risk of losing skills and knowledge for good
and suggest the most effective ways of retaining these include:
• Apprenticeships
• Education offered to stockholders to boost demand for skills and knowledge (and therefore
supply of relevant training provision)
• Engagement with young people to stimulate interest in traditional building skills
• Provision of funding to enable employers to support trainees and apprentices
• More appropriate training provision
The scheme used a range of engagement activities to generate interest in a career in the sector:
• Best practice was shared with new cohorts of apprentices to ensure they understood the true
value of their role in preserving our heritage and the investment being made in their future. This
was achieved through an induction programme where the importance of the historic environment
and their role in protecting and enhanc ing it were explained and illustrated. Apprentices were
invited from previous cohorts to the induction to share their experience and their understanding of
the value of our heritage assets.
• New links were made with local heritage organisations and construction colleges to encourage
younger entrants to consider a profession in the sector. The scheme raised awareness of
opportunities in traditional skills amongst local construction students, and the additional skills they
could learn to become more accomplished and well-rounded in their trade. Students were then
linked with local organisations that could provide experience in heritage skills. This was achieved
through visits to construction colleges in close proximity to placement opportunities. The Bursary
Scheme Manager was involved in discussions with construction tutors and students through open
days, departmental and trade specific talks.
• The TBSBS engaged with school leavers considering a profession in the construction sector at
national vocational events and t hrough talks at local schools. This included working with the
charity Inspiring the Future, an or ganisation established to provide careers advice, and annual
participation in the NEC Skills Show, the largest vocational event in the country.

Engaging with new volunteers
The scheme benefited significantly from the professional skills and k nowledge base of a s mall
number of volunteers. The scheme also attracted more volunteers to engage with our heritage
through setting up v olunteering for students with local heritage organisations and N ational Trust
craft teams. The TBSBS was able to nurture an appreciation for local heritage and traditional skills
amongst construction students who volunteered with local placement providers.

Engaging with supporters on a local level
In the 2013 Skills Needs Analysis report, 75% of interviewed contractors working in the heritage
sector that had not benefited from any training in traditional skills in the last four or five years; and
only 13% had any formal heritage qualifications.
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By employing craftspeople with inadequate training in heritage skills to work on traditional
buildings and structures, there is a far greater chance that inappropriate materials and methods
will be used, putting these assets at risk. To address this concern, as well as supplying the right
skills to carry out heritage work appropriately, it is essential to educate property owners to
understand their traditional buildings, to promote the use of skilled and q ualified workforce and
employ craftspeople with the right skills.
To drive a dem and for the right skills, the scheme encouraged many members of the public to
engage with our heritage and understand the value of traditional skills. This was achieved through
apprentice participation in local community events and w orkshops, often held at National Trust
properties.

Engaging with supporters on a regional level
It was possible to engage members of the public and pot ential candidates for the scheme with
heritage through regional cooperatives and competitions.
Apprentice stonemason Alice Ward participated in her local SPAB Church Maintenance
Cooperative. This involved working with regional conservation professionals, members of the
Diocese Advisory Committee, volunteers and members of the public to maintain historic churches
in the West Midlands.
In 2015, Apprentice Joiner Jonathan Bale was one of several apprentices who participated in his
local college and t hen regional Skillbuild competition, winning first prize. Through apprentice
participation in regional Skillbuild competitions the scheme was able to demonstrate the high
standard of skills students were able to develop by working in the sector.

Engaging with supporters on a national level
Bursary scheme staff attended the NEC Skills Show in November 2013 and N ovember 2014.
Known as the nation’s largest skills and c areers event, it attracts an a verage of 80,000 visitors,
mostly students attending with their school or college.
In 2013 and 2014 bursary scheme staff and apprentices attended the Royal Welsh Show, which
had 241,781 visitors in 2013 and 237,694 in 2014. The apprentices gave demonstrations of craft
skills (by apprentice joiner Luke McEnroe and apprentice painter/decorator Jenny Sibley in 2013,
and apprentice stonemason Peter Crinnion in 2014). Although the scheme did not recruit from
these events, they raised awareness of opportunities in the sector in Wales, encouraging
applicants to apply and developed new partnerships with heritage organisations in Wales.
Other national shows and events in which TBSBS apprentices and placement providers
participated included apprentice plasterer Ned Floyd attending the Grand Design Show (attended
by over 111,000 people) in 2013 with his placement provider Strawhaus Ltd, and appr entice
blacksmith James Palmer organising and participating in the British Artist Blacksmith Association’s
AGM in 2015 involving 600 members and visitors. Apprentice stonemason Ruairi Sweeney was
invited to a reception at 10 Downing Street, and Fergus Murphy, apprentice carpenter, was
shortlisted for an Historic England Angels Award.
Seven apprentices attended the SPAB working party in 2014 and t hree apprentices in 2015,
working and training alongside SPAB Scholars and Fellows. The week included working with local
school groups and the local community, educating members of the public in heritage skills.
Although a number of regional and national events were attended by scheme staff, volunteers and
apprentices, there was scope for much more advocacy activity, if resources had al lowed.
Participation in a l arger number and w ider range events and m ore presentations to college
audiences would raise the profile of the scheme, the opportunities it offers and the needs it seeks
to address.
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TBSBS PRESENCE AT THE NEC SKILLS SHOW IN 2014

PETER CRINNION DEMONSTRATING AT THE ROYAL WELSH SHOW IN 2014
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SPAB WORKING PARTIES - LEFT: ABBY EVANS TEACHING SCHOOL GROUPS IN 2014 AND RIGHT WORKING PARTY 2015
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Aim 5: Use advocacy to engage with potential new supporters of the scheme
Summary of lessons learned and recommendations
5.1. Carefully targeted advocacy activity pays dividends both in raising the profile of a scheme such
as the TBSBS and recruiting participants and supporters.
5.2. Few local heritage organisations have a strong, mutually beneficial relationship with their local
college(s). This is a missed opportunity to encourage new entrants to the heritage construction
sector.

Recommendations
R28. Advocacy should be a budget line in the next version of the scheme. This will enable the
Bursary Scheme Manager, appropriately experienced volunteers, apprentices and placement
providers to speak about their experience to others. While written material is undoubtedly valuable
for promotional purposes, advocacy is most effective face to face.
R29. There is considerable potential for apprentices to act as advocates of investment in heritage
skills and of the heritage sector as a whole. In a future scheme, specification for their role could
include participation in events, sharing their experience through on-line media, and participation in
induction programmes for new cohorts. Encourage apprentice participation in regional and national
competitions in their trade to further promote heritage opportunities and skills development
R30. More apprentice participation in local craft skills events and heritage open days could
increase the awareness of local property owners (home and business) of the importance of
heritage construction skills and could increase the demand for those skills locally.
R31. The next iteration of the scheme could invest more time in encouraging students to volunteer
for local heritage organisations and to familiarise themselves with heritage construction as a
possible career.
R32. Local colleges with construction departments and heritage organisations should be
encouraged to find out more about each other, for the benefit of both parties and the sector. As
knowledge and trust grow, so will the opportunities for the colleges, their students and tutors and
for a heritage sector.
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Case Studies

JAMES PALMER APPRENTICE BLACKSMITH
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Neil Marchant

NEIL MARCHANT AT THE BANKER MASONRY WORKSHOP AT GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL

Neil was working as a general builder “with a bi t of experience of stonemasonry, thatching and
wattle and daub” when he enr olled on the Diploma course in Construction and t he Built
Environment at the Building Crafts College in Stratford, London. He’d always been i nterested in
historic buildings and landscapes and the idea of becoming a stonemason appealed strongly, but
without a qualification he knew it would be impossible to “break in”. He completed his Level 2 and 3
Diplomas but didn’t have the necessary work experience to achieve an N VQ and w ent back to
work as a builder. “I’d got a job making sills and jambs, alongside my college tutor and one day he
told me to telephone the National Trust because there was a placement going for a stonemason at
Gloucester Cathedral. I’d always been interested in ecclesiastical work and I knew the area, so I
went for it.”
The apprenticeship in the cathedral’s stonemason’s yard lasted 17 months and Neil finds it difficult
to begin to describe the impact it made on him. “It was very daunting at first. Pascal [Mychalysin] is
a true Master Mason, a hive of information and a phenomenal teacher. He said I had to forget what
I’d learned at college. I had to empty my mind and start again. He wasn’t saying what I’d learned
was wrong or no good, he was saying that cathedral masonry requires a different set of skills, a
different mindset. I had to completely re-think what I was doing and that was a battle at times.
He is clear about the difference between his experience of working in the heritage and
contemporary construction sectors. “There are passionate people in the contemporary construction
sector, of course there are, but very often the work is about speed and costs. It has to be. In
cathedral masonry, you take your time. You only work on what you need to work on and you leave
the rest.”
He describes his participation in the TBSBS as life changing. At the end of his placement he was
a qualified stonemason with an additional heritage stonemasonry NVQ Level 3.
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found the funds to keep him on for a further three months and in March 2016
they offered him a three-year contract. “I’m gaining fantastic skills and I still have a long way to go,
but this has set me up for life.” So what would he say to a young person considering a career in
heritage stonemasonry? “I'd tell them to go into it with an open mind. I’d tell them it’s massive task,
with great responsibility attached to it and that it brings massive rewards.”

NEIL WORKING ON A QUATREFOIL WINDOW (LEFT) IN SITU IN THE CATHEDRAL (RIGHT)

Sarah Hudson
Sarah Hudson crossed Britain from Norfolk to Wales during a two year placement with the TBSBS.
With a Level 1 in Carpentry and Joinery from City College, Norwich, she started the scheme as an
apprentice at The Joinery Workshop in Cromer, North Norfolk. The company works in
contemporary as well as heritage settings and she gained valuable experience for her Level 2 in
Joinery, but there was little opportunity for on-site experience. To address this she anticipated a
new placement with the National Trust in East Anglia but the Trust no longer has a Direct Labour
Team in the region and there were no carpentry placements on offer. But there was one with Red
Builders in Abergavenny.
This busy family company does building work of all kinds on private and commercial properties and
Sarah accumulated a wealth of experience. “I said what I was interested in and they did everything
they could to support me. Employers of apprentices have to be patient and give them time to get
their head around things and Red Builders was good at that. You try to do the work as well as you
can and as quickly as you can, but it takes time to learn the skills. I worked on greenhouses on the
Clytha Estate (a National Trust property), on damp roofing, whatever was asked of me. I just kept
learning. I also gained experience working at Mount Stewart House in Northern Ireland, working on
one of the National Trust’s biggest restoration projects at that time. I joined in all the courses with
the other apprentices and I had a month in Ireland working with a forester and woodworker (Steven
Burke) practising traditional mortise and tenon and other joint methods and green woodworking. It
was amazing.”
Sarah completed her Heritage NVQ Level 3 in Wood Occupations and returned to Norwich. Unable
to afford to set up on her own, yet, she is working as a bench carpenter for Dominic Sayer at
Sayerwood Joinery. “It’s a very small company doing high quality work. There are just two of us
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and I’ve helped him to get more work in. We do restoration – a lot of sash window repairs – and
bespoke work too. I’m thinking of it as another training year. My first year was predominately
machine work, Wales was mostly on site work and now I’m back in bench mode, but I know a lot
more.
Reflecting on her two years on the scheme she says, “Apart from the skills side, meeting all those
people, seeing different places, visiting estates, and doing the different short courses has taught
me so much about what is involved in heritage. I really like the fact that you are fixing or replacing
something someone has made in the past. It’s a good feeling. I like being able to do traditional and
modern joinery. The combination is good. It means I can be flexible. I can problem solve.”

SARAH HUDSON CONSTRUCTING REPLACEMENT PANELLING FOR GRADE 1 LISTED MOUNT STEWART HOUSE

SARAH HUDSON REINSTATING A REPAIRED SASH WINDOW AT MOUNT STEWART HOUSE, NORTHERN IRELAND
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James Palmer

JAMES PALMER WORKING ON CARDIGAN CASTLE GATES FOR HERITAGE BLACKSMITHS

James Palmer completed a degree in forensic science before he acknowledged his passion for
blacksmithing at the age of 24. He studied full time for two years at Hereford College of
Technology and was then an apprentice for a further two years, attending college on block release.
James spent just over a year on his first placement with artist blacksmith Ian Moran and two
months on his second with Heritage Blacksmiths. He valued these opportunities highly. “If I’d been
employed by a blacksmith, they couldn’t have given me the time and the space that my placement
providers did to learn and to make mistakes. Blacksmiths just don’t earn enough to take on
someone who is going to be making mistakes as they learn on the job.”
He thinks the scheme would be even more useful to an apprentice blacksmith if it offered the
opportunity of several placements. “No one can learn everything from just one person or company
because everyone does things in their own way. A variety of teachers and influences is essential
for apprentices to develop their own opinions, styles and skill sets and you develop as you go, like
with the old journeyman training. You start with a master, then travel and come back with more
experience.”
James relished the opportunities provided by the TBSBS to learn in the company of other
apprentices and to build a network of friends and colleagues from all over the country. Knowing
that work comes through contacts, he has got involved with the British Artist Blacksmiths
Association and his most recent smithing job, on gates at Chatsworth, was passed on by a contact
who had too much work on. “A full-time job as a blacksmith is very unlikely, so I registered as selfemployed as soon as I finished my second placement and I’m always studying. I can't afford not to
as the construction and heritage sectors are dynamic and require up to date knowledge. This is
done on the job and in the evenings after work.”
He cannot yet afford a workshop of his own and without a workshop he cannot advertise his
services but he remains 100% committed to blacksmithing. “I’ve done industrial smithing –
components for industry, bolts, anti-roll bars, that kind of thing – and artist blacksmithing. I’m
fascinated in working the materials, in the feedback you get from the iron. It’s almost as if it speaks
to you.” Meanwhile he earns some of his living as a builder, which pays almost twice as much as
smithing, “even though we have much more knowledge and a far more refined skill set. If workers
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in the heritage sector were paid twice that of the general construction sector then I'm sure there
wouldn't be a skills shortage and there’d be no need for a scheme like the TBSBS.”
Toby Webb

TOBY MAKING A TILE REPAIR ON THE SPAB WORKING PARTY 2015 (LEFT) AND ON SITE AT INSOLE COURT (RIGHT)

Toby Webb joined the TBSBS in April 2015, with only two months to run until the end of the
scheme. In this short time he undertook two placements, the first with Architectural Stone in Cardiff
and the second with Ellis & Co (Restoration and Building) Ltd. His experience highlights the
important role of the placement provider in helping the apprentice to make the most of the
opportunity.
Toby completed a foundation degree in architectural stonework and conservation at Weymouth
College. He went on to complete a degree in Archaeology, but part way through he realised his real
passion remained working with stone. After finishing his degree he found some short-term work
experience with Owlsworth IJP and Salisbury Cathedral, before applying for a placement on the
scheme. He wanted to find a work placement to improve his practical skills in all aspects of
stonemasonry, but particularly banker masonry work, and hoped the scheme would enable him to
gather relevant experience and continue a career in the craft.
He was given a lot of different kinds of work to do in a short space of time – fixing techniques, lime
plaster work and a bit of stone work – and experienced different kinds of site: Insole Court, a
Victorian house that is being converted into a building for the local community, Bath University and
a private house near Newbury. “It was easy to slot in and all the guys helped me but for a lot of the
time I felt I was working as a labourer and doing unskilled or low skilled jobs, sometimes on my own
and unrelated to masonry. I think it’s important that the company understands its training role and
provides a structured experience. I didn't know any better at first, but once I raised it with the
Bursary Scheme Manager she found me my second placement.”
With Ellis & Co Ltd he worked with a small team with two other masons. “It was great. I was
involved with all the masonry elements of a restoration project and I am now employed by the same
company eight months later.”
Although Toby’s time on the scheme was short, it provided him with valuable experiences,
knowledge and contacts. “I would highly recommend keeping involvement with SPAB annual
Working Party, which is great for networking and helps you concentrate on the conservation
aspects of heritage work.”
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Conclusion

APPRENTICES AT FOUNTAINS ABBEY, NORTH YORKSHIRE
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Conclusion
The purpose of this evaluation was to understand the success of the extension (phase three) to the
TBSBS, and areas for improvement and further development, that could be used and refined in
future skills initiatives. The findings could be summarised as follows:

Successes
A Rich Learning Experience
The scheme was highly successful at providing a rich learning experience for displaced
apprentices, and led to a high employment rate at the end of their placement: 95% were offered a
position in the heritage sector when their placement came to an end.
The scheme enabled the majority of learners to complete their standard apprenticeship framework,
and all the apprentices to gather relevant heritage experience and qualifications to enable them to
continue a career in the sector.
The scheme also raised a large amount of additional funding to meet the target number of
placements and support training. This additional support, along with the flexible nature of the
placements, ensured the success of the programme. This led to the development of several new
courses and allowed for additional opportunities to enhance the apprentices’ experience.

Addressing the shortages in the sector
The scheme targeted skills where there were recognised shortages and so it correlated with the
greatest needs in current research, yet also delivered in progressing specialist heritage and
interpersonal skills. In addition to this, the project was successful at appealing to a wide audience
and attracting a young demographic to the sector, employing a high percentage of learners aged
16-25.

Heritage organisations working in partnership
The scheme was particularly successful at enabling heritage organisations to work in partnership.
The partner representatives on the Management Board dedicated many hours to the scheme,
predominately in advocacy and promotional activities and in organising and delivering training. The
scheme worked with specialist and non-specialist training providers, trade federations and a
number of key heritage organisations in the sector. Hence it was able to provide an exceptional
standard of training through collaborative working and set up new links that could be maintained
and built upon in the future.

Refined processes
Processes and recruitment were refined and documents and online material updated; this made
the scheme more relevant to its current audience.

Sharing good practice and new opportunities
Good practice was disseminated throughout the lifetime of the programme through learning from
participant feedback and adapting the programme when appropriate. In the process a wellstructured training programme was established.
Apprentices were able to share their experiences with new cohorts of students and could promote
their skills and future placement opportunities through presence at events, on-line platforms, and
national media.
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Advocacy opportunities enabled us to share the value of traditional skills in the maintenance of our
historic buildings at a local and national level: reaching homeowners and members of the public as
well as potential candidates.

Improvements
Further Investigation
The scheme could have made a greater impact in addressing the shortages by carrying out more
initial research into the skills gaps in specific regions to determine a more effective geographic
spread of placements.
Further improvement could have come from offering more placement opportunities across a wider
range of trades, such as painting and decorating, plasterwork and blacksmithing.
The scheme would also have been more effective if more funding had been budgeted for placements
during the development phase to account for the higher bands of national minimum wage and a
contingency set aside for course fees.

Diversity
Diversity targets were not set for this phase of the scheme, due to the limited eligibility criteria. The
proportion of women and members of minority ethnic communities securing a place on the scheme
was disappointingly low, relative to the previous phase.

Recommendations
The TBSBS met the main objectives of the project and w as successful at exceeding several
expectations, and therefore could be used as a learning model and considered an example of best
practice for a future programme. The evaluation has also highlighted how the scheme could have
been improved to make a greater impact in the sector. From these successes and lessons learnt we
can draw recommendations for future skills applications; these recommendations are listed in the
next chapter.

Future ambition
In 2016, the National Trust, in partnership with Cadw, Historic England and English Heritage Trust,
will be using the lessons learnt and recommendations from this evaluation to refine the scheme and
make one more application to HLF. The ambition of the four TBSBS partners is then to roll out the
scheme across England and Wales, to create more opportunities for people who have little or no
awareness of the heritage sector and its need for skilled craftspeople, to increase public awareness
of the trades, the skills, the processes and the training involved, to attract more supporters to the
scheme and create sustainable apprenticeship programmes.
CITB will support the partners in their aim of increasing training and qualified among the workforce
with specialist advice. The NHTG will deliver bursary placements and a range of training
opportunities through their HLF-funded Building Traditional Skills bursary scheme in England.
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Recommendations
Recommendations for a future programme can be summarised as follows:
R1. The scheme has evolved over its ten-year lifespan to meet the needs of the heritage sector.
The benefits accumulated in its last iteration should be given an opportunity to be developed
further to reach the scheme’s full potential and enable it to become self-funding. The infrastructure
is in place, but further funding is required to drive the scheme to achieve this ambition.
R2. The next iteration of the TBSBS should be widely advertised, by the partners, by the colleges
and in local media, so that a larger number of potential candidates become aware of the
opportunity and can compete for places. Provision will need to be made to manage a larger
number of applications.
R3. However the scheme is advertised, the process used to select individual placement providers
and apprentices was effective and should be repeated.
R4. The TBSBS should offer places in trades and skills that relate directly to the shortages
identified in different parts of the country, but open these opportunities to all – including those
willing to relocate for the placement.
R5. Additional funds need to be raised to cover the travel and accommodation costs of apprentices
who need additional training to achieve their qualifications or to make the most of their developing
skills. The budget needs a contingency for unforeseen expenses.
R6. Apprentices should be encouraged to record their experience in written or oral form, at the
time, for the benefit of themselves and future apprentices and future organisers of this kind of
scheme. Individual stories would also help the efforts of the National Trust, Cadw and Historic
England to attract individual supporters of apprenticeships.
R7. Conservation accreditation in the form of the Heritage Level 3 Award allowed some formal
recognition for the apprentices in the additional knowledge they picked up through their work
placement. This should be incorporated into any future training programmes as a formal element to
ensure continuity, unless a more suitable accredited training course is developed.
R8. Set up more partnerships and build upon existing relationships with non-specialist as well as
specialist training providers, plan more visits and talks at construction colleges across the country
to raise awareness of opportunities in the sector
R9. Set up more partnerships between heritage organisations and their local construction colleges,
encourage more interaction between these organisations to raise awareness of opportunities in the
sector and to guarantee some continuity in employment direct from colleges.
R10. To achieve greater diversity in the next cohort of apprentices, the face-to-face promotion and
explanation of the scheme may need to take place in colleges with a diverse student population.
R11. Consider taking specialist advice on recruitment, e.g. language and terminology used, and
ensure that the scheme’s website, blogs and other forms of advocacy feature a diverse group of
contributors.
R12. Increase social media and online presence, handing over a greater level of responsibility to
the apprentices. Incorporate online and social media interaction into the apprentice role profile and
review process, whether this is writing regular blogs for the website or sharing their stories through
the TBSBS social media channels.
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R13. Invite women and members of minority ethnic communities who are currently working in the
heritage construction industry (e.g. Women in Manual Trades and Women in Roofing) to prepare
and make presentations with the Bursary Scheme Manager and Scheme Volunteer.
R14. Identify placement providers who currently have a diverse workforce and who are actively
seeking to maintain or increase that diversity; for example, by offering flexible or part-time working.
R15.Learn from the National Trust’s Skills for the Future-funded Passport to Your Future
programme, which exceeded its diversity targets through making the recruitment process easy,
incorporating Taster Day sessions to widen up appeal to a broader audience, and also recruiting on
the basis of ‘those who would benefit the most’. We will also research other bursary schemes in the
Skills for the Future Community where they have achieved their diversity targets.
R16. Identify at least some placement providers who have the capacity to take on an apprentice
with evident motivation, aptitude and potential, but who has not yet had the opportunity to develop
their skills to the level normally expected of an apprentice.
R17. Consider reserving, a year ahead, several places for a diverse group of candidates with the
motivation and potential but who need a year to build up the basic level of skill required for an
apprenticeship. The scheme could work with these individuals as a group, introducing them to the
sector, taking them on site visits to meet employers and apprentices, etc.
R18. Build on the groundwork undertaken with the prison service to scope a scheme that could
accommodate people who have enrolled on a construction course while serving their sentence and
who need work-based training on their release.
R19. The positive relationships established between the scheme’s partners, trade federations and
specialist training providers need to be nurtured and maintained while the scheme is not running,
so that they can be picked up again.
R20. Links with heritage organisations, such as the SPAB and the Prince’s Foundation, should be
maintained to ensure good practice is shared in the sector and promote networking amongst the
apprentices and conservation professionals.
R21. The business course could be incorporated as a formal element of a new training
programme. In response to the recommendations of the participants in the first course, it should be
extended to two days. The introduction to lime training day trialled with Tŷ Mawr was highly
successful and could be introduced in to the training programme for a new scheme.
R22. Specialist training providers and trade federations could be further utilised in a future skills
programme to deliver exceptional training for apprentices who need it, but additional funding will be
needed to cover the additional costs of delivering and participating in that training (i.e. for
accommodation, travel and venue costs).
R23. Future managers of similar schemes should adopt the practice of learning from experience
and being willing to share that experience with colleagues.
R24. The TBSBS manual should be updated with revised documentation and guidance produced
during the course of this scheme, so that it is as current as possible for the next iteration of the
scheme and can be used by the organisers of other, future, skills initiatives.
R25. If on-line and social media are used to promote this or any scheme and to share findings,
they must be constantly updated to retain their credibility and usefulness.
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R26. A future scheme would benefit from a part-time digital and social media officer and
apprentices could be more fully engaged in updating the scheme’s digital and social media with
new stories.
R27. A future scheme would benefit from the recruitment of a greater number of appropriately
skilled volunteers with time to give.
R28. Advocacy should be a budget line in the next version of the scheme. This will enable the
Bursary Scheme Manager, appropriately experienced volunteers, apprentices and placement
providers to speak about their experience to others. While written material is undoubtedly valuable
for promotional purposes, advocacy is most effective face to face.
R29. There is considerable potential for apprentices to act as advocates of investment in heritage
skills and of the heritage sector as a whole. In a future scheme, specification for their role could
include participation in events, sharing their experience through on-line media, and participation in
induction programmes for new cohorts. Encourage apprentice participation in regional and national
competitions in their trade to further promote heritage opportunities and skills development
R30. More apprentice participation in local craft skills events and heritage open days could
increase the awareness of local property owners (home and business) of the importance of
heritage construction skills and could increase the demand for those skills locally.
R31. The next iteration of the scheme could invest more time in encouraging students to volunteer
for local heritage organisations and to familiarise themselves with heritage construction as a
possible career.
R32. Local colleges with construction departments and heritage organisations should be
encouraged to find out more about each other, for the benefit of both parties and the sector. As
knowledge and trust grow, so will the opportunities for the colleges, their students and tutors and
for a heritage sector.
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TBSBS Apprentice Induction: Agenda Template
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Heritage Level 3 Award: Agenda
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Business Course: Agenda
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Weald & Downland Practical Workshops: Agenda
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